
Jonathan Laban Buising

Present Address:
Block 19 lot 3 Phase 3 Parkville Silangan 1, Rosario Cavite 4106, 

Cavite, Philippines

Basic Information

Age 
37

Birth Date 
Oct 04, 1986

Gender 
Male

Civil Status 
Married

Height (cm) 
160

Weight (kg) 
55

Nationality 
Filipino

Religion 
Christianity - Catholic

Work Experience
I have been working for 15.53 years

Mar 2022 - PRESENT 
(1 Year, 8 Months)

INDUSTRIAL SPRAY PAINTER 
HOSOI INDUSTRIAL PAINTING Company (Japan) 
Manufacturing / Production 
JAPAN 

Use PPE and cleared space in spray booth to adhere to
protective measures.
Selected and mixed required coating liquids to specification.
Mix and matched paint colors to suit client specs.
Removed all dust and other loose materials using acid or wire
brush before paint application.
Prepare surfaces for painting by polishing, buffing, priming
and masking.
Sprayed various finish types including lacquer, PU, stains and
paints.
Sanded and filled pieces to high standards, removing scratches
and indentations and sealing joinery gaps.
Cleaned spray guns and other equipment after use.



Manually cleaned spray booth daily including removing all
dust and cleaning filters.

Nov 2015 - Nov 2018 
(3 Years, 4 Weeks)

INDUSTRIAL SPRAY PAINTER 
HOSOI INDUSTRIAL PAINTING Company (Japan) 
Manufacturing / Production 
JAPAN 

Use PPE and cleared space in spray booth to adhere to
protective measures.
Selected and mixed required coating liquids to specification.
Mix and matched paint colors to suit client specs.
Removed all dust and other loose materials using acid or wire
brush before paint application.
Prepare surfaces for painting by polishing, buffing, priming
and masking.
Sprayed various finish types including lacquer, PU, stains and
paints.
Sanded and filled pieces to high standards, removing scratches
and indentations and sealing joinery gaps.
Cleaned spray guns and other equipment after use.
Manually cleaned spray booth daily including removing all
dust and cleaning filters.

Sep 2004 - May 2015 
(10 Years, 8 Months)

CNC ROUTER WOOD MACHINE OPERATOR 
SCAD SERVICES PTE. LTD 
Manufacturing / Production 
PEZA ROSARIO CAVITE 

Studies sketches, drawings, manuals specifications, or sample part
to determine dimensions and tolerance of finished workpiece,
sequence of operations and setup requirements.
Measures, marks and scribes' dimensions and reference points on
material or workpiece as guide for subsequent machining as
necessary.
Selects, aligns and secures holding fixtures, cutting tools,
attachment, accessories and materials on machines as necessary to
machine parts as required.
Calculates and sets controls to regulate machining factors such as
speed, feed, coolant flow and depth and angle of cut or enters
command to retrieve, input or edit computerized machine control



media according to established guidelines and procedures.
Starts and observes machine operation to detect malfunctions or
out of tolerance machining and adjust machine controls or control
media as required.
Verifies conformance of finished work piece to specifications,
using measuring and inspection tools as necessary.
Sets up and operates machine on trial run to verify accuracy of
machine settings or programmed controls data.
Performs routine maintenance tasks on machine as required.
Confers with engineers, production personnel, programmers, or
others to resolve machining or assembly problems

Educational Attainment

Jun 1999 - Apr 2003 PRIETO DIAZ NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL 
High School Diploma 

Government Documents

Passport ID Number: P5597218B 
Place of Issue: DFA MANILA 
Date of Expiration: Oct 05, 2030 

Character References

Tomy Valencia Spray painter 
Hosoi industrial Painting 
09054751052 
rizzamhaeb@gmail.com


